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A “Massive” Mystery 

Though decades of experimental efforts have convinced scientists that dark matter makes up most of the 
matter in our universe, its nature remains a mystery.  It has been established that dark matter cannot be 
comprised of any of the particles in what is known as the “Standard Model” of particle physics, a theory 
that describes the interactions of all of the currently known particles in our Universe.  In the past few 
decades, dark matter physicists have undertaken a massive effort to search for dark matter in the form of a 
new particle, probing new depths in detector technology in the process. SABRE (Sodium iodide with 
Active Background REjection), the experiment I am helping to develop, is one such detector.  This 
experiment will search for a dark matter candidate called Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) 
from deep underground by observing scintillation events, or tiny flashes of light, in sodium iodide (NaI) 
crystals. 

Hints of Hidden Matter: Something is Out There  

In the 1930s, Fritz Zwicky calculated the masses of the galaxies in the Coma cluster, and therefore how fast 
the galaxies should be moving according to Newton’s laws of gravitation.  He found that the galaxies were 
moving faster than they should, and determined that either the laws of gravitation as they are known are 
wrong, or there must exist a large amount of invisible mass in the cluster.  Finding the former unlikely, he 
coined the term “dark matter” to describe the missing mass.   

Since this measurement, a number of observations have convinced 
physicists that dark matter not only exists, but makes up over 80% 
of the mass in our universe.  The Bullet Cluster was a fortunate 
(for us, anyway!) collision of two galaxy clusters.  By observing 
both the light distribution and the way that the gravitational pull 
of the cluster warps the light coming from behind it, it was found 
that while the baryonic matter from both clusters smashed into 
each other, the majority of the mass passed right through. This 
observation seems to confirm physicists’ belief that dark matter is 
non-interacting, or at least rarely interacting. More modern 
measurements explore the cosmological consequences of a heavy 
dark matter presence in the Universe. The observations of non-
uniformities in the cosmic microwave background published by 
the Planck experiment in 2013 is currently the most statistically 
convincing evidence for dark matter; the chance that these non-
uniformities happened by chance instead of a specific 
cosmological model that includes dark matter (called ΛCDM) is approximately 1 in 10385. 

	  
The Bullet Cluster:  Baryonic (normal) 
matter is shown in red, while the 
gravitational distribution of all of the 
mass is colored blue.  Most of the mass 
in the two clusters passed through each 
other unnoticed, while the baryonic 
matter collided more forcefully. (Image 
from NASA/CXC/CfA/ M. Markevitch 
et al.) 



	  
From these observations and others, physicists have concluded that dark matter is very massive, doesn’t 
interact with light or regular matter (or does so very rarely), and does not consist of any of the matter we 
currently know about in the Standard Model.   Physicists are not even sure if dark matter is a particle at all 
– some theories of dark matter include changing the laws of gravitation altogether. 

If dark matter is so esoteric, one might wonder why there is such a massive effort to discover its nature at 
all. Yet, physicists often cite “What is dark matter?” as one of the most important open questions in physics 
today.  There are two reasons that physicists are working so hard to find this elusive particle.  First, because 
dark matter is so prevalent in our universe, it is central to understanding the evolution of the Universe and 
how galaxies and stars formed in the way that they did.  Second, while the Standard Model has never been 
contradicted by an observation, dark matter’s existence (which is not predicted by the theory) is one of 
several suggestive hints that the Standard Model is not a complete physics theory.  Understanding the 
phenomena not suggested by this theory (such as dark matter) can point us to a more complete theory of 
physics, which could, in turn, lead to other advances, as similar breakthroughs have in the past.  

How to See what Can’t Be Seen 

There are three main methods in dark 
matter searches.  Indirect searches look at 
various targets in space for standard model 
particles that could result from the 
annihilation of two dark matter particles.  
Collider searches attempt to create dark 
matter by colliding normal particles at high 
energies and counting the missing mass in 
the resulting shower of particles. Direct 
dark matter searches place extremely clean 
detectors deep underground in the hopes 
that a dark matter particle passing through 
the Earth may collide with an atom in the 
detector hard enough for us to see the 
resulting recoil of the nucleus.  

Because dark matter events are 
theoretically so rare, the primary challenge 
of any dark matter detection experiment is 
to reduce or reject “background events”: radioactive decay products or other particles that interact with the 
detector and produce a signal that could be mistaken for dark matter.  This challenge forces physicists 
conducting direct detection experiments to place their detectors deep underground, where the earth itself 
can shield the detectors from cosmic rays and their decay products.  Extremely pure detector materials must 
be selected (or produced or purified, if nothing clean enough exists commercially) with levels of 
radioactive isotopes that are so low they reach the limit of what is detectable.  Rejection techniques that 
allow physicists to discriminate between potential dark matter signals and backgrounds must be developed 

	  

Ways of detecting dark matter particles.  The diagram is what is known 
in particle physics as a Feynman diagram.  In a Feynman diagram, the 
arrow points forward in time for normal particles and backward in time 
for antiparticles.  The circle in the middle represents a yet unknown 
interaction.  The green arrows represent the time direction of the various 
processes used to detect dark matter.  In colliders, two Standard Model 
(SM) particles annihilate to form two Dark Matter (DM) particles.  In 
direct detection, a DM particle and SM particle scatter off each other.  In 
indirect detection, two DM particles annihilate to form an SM particle 
and its antiparticle.  (Image modified from Thomas Schwetz, Max-
Planck-Institut fuer Kernphysik, Heidelberg & Stockholm University). 



	  
by researchers in the field. The background sources that remain must be thoroughly quantified, and the 
resultant background in the detector signal must be understood through simulations.  In the end, with great 
care, selectivity, and cleanliness, an experiment may be lucky enough to see a few dark matter events per 
year amidst the noise (depending on the detector). 

The SABRE Experiment  

At Princeton University, a small team of particle astrophysicists 
initiated the SABRE experiment: an effort that was undertaken 
primarily to test the results of a long-standing NaI experiment 
called DAMA/LIBRA (DArk MAtter/Large sodium Iodide Bulk 
for RAre processes) that has claimed a positive dark matter 
signal for over a decade.  Recent publications from other 
experiments have claimed to either support the dark matter 
interpretation of this observation, or refute it entirely.  Though 
the DAMA/LIBRA result is highly significant and fairly controversial, no dark matter experiment has yet 
been able to directly test it with the same target material.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
While other direct detection experiments search for individual collisions of dark matter with their detectors 
by eliminating all other events, DAMA/LIBRA and SABRE take advantage of an expected annual 
fluctuation in the rate of dark matter collisions with the nuclei in highly pure NaI crystals.  While our 
galaxy formed in a spinning spiral, the non-interacting dark matter is expected to move in random 
directions.  Thus, as our Sun moves around the center of our galaxy, there is a net dark matter “wind” 
travelling toward the Earth.  During half of the year, the Earth is travelling into the wind, while during the 
other half, the Earth is travelling away.  Because of this difference, the rate of dark matter collisions is 
expected to modulate like a sine wave.  If such a fluctuation can be detected and other explanations ruled 
out, this would be strong evidence for a particle explanation of dark matter. 

	  

DAMA/LIBRA-claimed “dark matter” annual modulation signal (bottom) and DAMA/LIBRA apparatus 
(top).  Great care must be taken to keep detector materials clean, including from radioactivity in the air.  
SABRE will reduce radioactivity in our detector by using high-purity copper and ceramics, low-
radioactivity lead and steel, and nitrogen gas instead of air, which can contain radon. (Images from Bernabei 
et al. 2014 and Bernabei et al. 2008, respectively) 

	  



	  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SABRE experiment seeks to test the DAMA/LIBRA experiment while adding some features such as 
new rejection techniques and higher purity detector materials.  One rejection technique consists of what we 
call an “active veto.”  We surround the main detector with another larger detector filled with a liquid 
scintillator (a chemical compound that releases light when a particle passes through it, shedding its energy 
along the way or being captured by the scintillator).  The active veto takes advantage of the idea that it 
would be exceedingly improbable for a dark matter particle to interact twice with a detector, while other 
particles (such as neutrons) may do so regularly.  If two events are seen in both detectors simultaneously, 
they are rejected as a background event. The SABRE collaboration is preparing to do an initial test of veto 
this summer deep under a mountain in the underground Gran Sasso National Laboratory in Assergi, Italy.  
Another goal is to improve the purity of our crystals compared with those of DAMA/LIBRA by purifying 
the starting material.  With our collaborators, we have helped to develop the highest purity NaI powder in 
the world, and are now using this powder with our industrial partners to develop high-purity crystals. 

 

The SABRE experiment is a small part of the vast research effort targeted toward the discovery of dark 
matter.  Already, dark matter experiments have pushed the limits of rare event detection technology, and 
will continue to do so for years to come.  Hundreds of scientists have come together with the singular 
purpose of finding the true nature of dark matter.  With great care and some luck, these experiments may 
resolve one of the greatest mysteries of our age. 

	  

Visualization of the expected annual modulation in the dark matter collision rate.  In June, the Earth is 
travelling into the dark matter “wind” and will therefore hit more particles.  In December, the Earth is 
travelling away from the wind and will hit fewer particles. 

Hall C of the Gran Sasso National 
Laboratory, where several dark matter and 
neutrino detectors are housed.  The blue 
cylinder is the outer detector of the 
DarkSide-50 experiment (in which Princeton 
is heavily involved), where the SABRE 
detectors may be initially deployed.  (Image 
from Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso - 
INFN) 


